


Concert Etiquette
The Tompkins HS orchestras are happy that you have decided to spend your evening with us. 
Please be respectful to our student musicians as you listen to their performances. Please take 
note of the following requests:

• Showing up late or leaving early is unfair to the artists and the remainder of the audience. If you must    
 leave, enter and exit your seat only between selections. If possible, wait until the audience is applauding   
 before moving.

• Food or drinks are not permitted in the Performing Arts Center.

• Talking during a performance is rude. Please reserve your conversations for during  
 applause, set changes or after the concert.

• Technology is an important part of today’s society but even so please refrain from  
 texting, surfing the web and all other activities on your electronic device. Your  
 entertainment for this evening is on stage.

• Be sure your phone is set to silent or turned off completely.

• Please avoid capturing the moment with large display screen tablets. This detracts  
 from everyone’s enjoyment of the concert and is most likely blocking someone’s  
 view of the performance.

• Please escort loud or unruly children out of the venue. The student musicians have worked hard on    
 their repertoire so please respect their efforts. Limit your visits in the venue; it is disturbing to other    
 audience members.

• Whistling, yelling or otherwise congratulating the performers is generally not appropriate for the 
 classical music concerts. Show your appreciation for the musicians by applauding at the conclusion of  each piece.
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Program

Camerata Orchestra
Night Legend ..................................................................................................................................................................David Hinds
Condor Flats ............................................................................................................................................................Sean O’Loughlin
Chasing the Storm .....................................................................................................................................Deborah Baker Monday

Philharmonia Orchestra
Avalon Rising ...................................................................................................................................................................Doug Spata
A Distant Light .....................................................................................................................................................James Swearingen
Forward West ...........................................................................................................................................................Brandon Bangle

Cambiata Orchestra
Sinfonia in G .......................................................................................................................... Michael Haydn, arr. Thomas LaJoie
The Blue Caves of Zakynthos .........................................................................................................................................Doug Spata
Sioux Trail .....................................................................................................................................................................Brian Holmes

Sinfonia Orchestra
String Quartet No. 3 ........................................................................................................................................Dmitri Shostakovich
             Movement 3
A Thousand Cranes .................................................................................................................................. Christopher Theofanidis
             1. Stars & Sonnets
Serenade for Strings ...................................................................................................................................Pyotr Ilyich Tchikovsky
             4. Finale

Lyrica Orchestra
Sunday Afternoon ...........................................................................................................................................R. Scott Whittington
She Will Hang the Night with Stars ......................................................................................................................William Hofeldt
Dynamism .......................................................................................................................................................... Kathryn Griesinger

Sinfonietta Orchestra
Sinfonia No. 2 in D Major ................................................................................................................................. Felix Mendelssohn
             Movement 1
To the Ocean ........................................................................................................................................................Yukiko Nishimura
Danse Negre: from African Suite, Oop. 35............................................................Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, arr. Daniel Bukin

Concert I
5:30 PM

Concert II
7:00 PM



Orchestra Directors
Matthew Porter, Director 

Sarah Marts, Assistant Director

Camerata Orchestra
Violin: Nyla Asante-Ansong, Gabriel Becerra, Sara Callarotti, Srikar Chapa, Aditya Dadi, Khushi Kalyanam, 

Alberto Mata Zuniga, Saanvi Mothukuri, Sashwath Nandhakumar, George Okolo, Bani Patel, Eniola Peters-Adekoya, 
Eva Regalado, Kayleen Rutaganda, Natalie Salazar, Bhanu Vemulpalli

Viola: Monica Infante, Laith Saad, Abbie Vijay, Joshua Yu
Cello: Daniela Cabrera, Camilla Colmenares, Ana Paula Sangiorgio Colina

Double Bass: Aleena Crowe, Colin Doherty

Lyrica Orchestra
Violin: Okezika Anyanwu, Maira Athar, Shayon Chakraborti, Osamudiame Ebalunode, Xiaohan (Anna) Guo, 

Karen Gutierrez, Dharshan Haribabu, Elsa Joy, Saathvik Kamma, Aditya Katkuri, Manha Khan, Siri Krothapalli,
Cason Lau, Kathy Le, ZuQi Li, James Licari, Isabella Munoz, Tharshaa Ramalingam Subbulakshmi, Vyshnavi Sakhamuri,

Abhinav Someswar, Harshini Srinivasan, Ge (Lory) Xu, Evan Zwygart
Viola: Oghenemarho (Marho) Akpenyi, Syeda (Bareen) Ali, Abhash Basumatary, Daryl Emmanuel Dato-on,

Mia Delgado, Sritha Indhurty, Kaushik Jayaprakash, Bonnie Man, Andrea Morera De Gois, Allen Nguyen, 
Audrey Okorafor, Eric Xiang

Cello: James Burden, Bhavin Chandak, (Krishu) Chhablani, Dean Foster, Dylan Kately, Sara Listi,
Vihaan Mehta, Daksheeth Rajapandian, Roberto Signorelli

Philharmonia Orchestra
Violin: Vinh Bui, Sydney Burden, Jarred Burton, Alexa Curley, Abhishek Gadiraju, Samrhiddi Jayaswal, 

Claudia King, Krithiya Krishnamoorthy, Addison Lau Mahathi Medaa, Ayaan Mohanty, 
Jessica Mora, Tarana Nagarajan, Kaely Nieves, Ysabella Lyles, Isabelle Olowu, Akanksha Pampangowdgari, 

Rakshaa Ramalingam Subbulakshmi, Brielle Sanchez, Neil Shah, Hasita Stephen, Nicole Tan, 
Nghia Vo, Isabella Wolfe, Alice Wong, Elena Yang, Jenna Zhao

Viola: Luana Antezana, Amira Azeez, Akshith Bellamkonda, Franco Durana, Zahrah Jilani, 
Omar Khan, Shirali Patel, Anthony Tjengdrawira, Srihitha Valluri

Cello: Valeria Atencio, Emma Campbell, Vicky Castro, Tian Liang, Reime Longe, 
Andrew Pickard, Prateek Stephen

Double Bass: Frida Hernandez de Leon, Michael Okeowo

Personnel



Sinfonia Orchestra
Violin: Jonathan Bennikutty, Arjun Chandupatla, Jooni Hwang, Jake Jiang, Tiffany Luong, 

Grace Miao, Peter Song, Rachael Suh, Allyson Tang, Nicole Xu
Viola: Yujin (Eugene) Chung, Allison Kim, Russell Lao, Erin Shen, Crystal Yang, Haelan Yi

Cello: Bella Chan, Ray Cheng, Lydia Kang, Justin Liang, Thien (Bo) Nguyen, Kendall Porter, Andrew Yang
Double Bass: Greydan Villano

Piano: Iris Tsoi, Jennifer Yu

Sinfonietta Orchestra
Violin: Amrit Addanki, Emma Bolling, Jeewon Kim, Rahul Kishore, Brandon Lee, Rebecca Lee, 

Elaine Liu, Jaden Kim, Atharva Panse, Anushka Polapally, Gautham Rajesh, Aarush Sarkar, 
Miles (Aidan) Thompson, An (Ian) Vo, Sipei (Peter) Wang, Aimee Wu

Viola: Matthew Karim, Jiwoo Kim, Yeeun (Joyce) Park, Ethan See
Cello: Kristen Bryant, Kaye Chen, Diego Gonzalez, Shreyas Kini, Laura Le, Alex Shi

Double Bass: Audrey Kim, Joyce Liang, Abigail Tang
Piano: Grace Lin Shao,Zoe Xue

Cambiata Orchestra
Violin: Jason Bai, Neela Chakrabarty, Kavya Chowti, Sid Chowti, Poorvi Govindararju, Disha Joshi

Isabelle Ko, Srilakshmi Kuruvada, Neha Nadiger, Belle Nguyen, Kaylyne Pok, Kath Poorman,
Emma Thompson, David Wang, Daniel Yoo

Viola: Luke Engwall, Aniket Iyer, Dhanvin Lakshmisha, Shushanth Masilamani, Aditya Namjoshi, 
Kunj Senjaliya, Virgilio Soto Romero, Soujash Wawdhane

Cello: Ian Beamer, Esther Chen, Benjamin Herrmann, Mika Ilagan, Chris Kuang,
Chloe Park, Annabella Quesada, Sandeep Senthil, Wilson Teo, Benjamin Van Strien, Justin Yang

Double Bass: Kevin Ding, Joe Cao
Piano: Michelle Liao, Jasmine Lin Shao

Personnel



Program Notes

Camerata Orchestra
Night Legend - David Hinds
 Night Legend, published in 2021 by David Hinds captures a mysterious theme with sudden spurts of energy between the 
combined cellos and bass sections and the combined viola and violin sections. As a retired middle school director and a Texas 
Region director/clinician, David Hinds captures a strong, energetic melody similar to his 2020 work, ”Festival Carousel,” a lively, 
bouncy, festive piece in 2020. “Festival Carousel” captures the energy required to play throughout one’s years in orchestra. “Festival 
Carousel’s” bouncy rhythm in the cello and bass sections creates a festive atmosphere as the orchestra plays. Throughout David 
Hinds’ past pieces, “Night Legend” contrasts his usual composition style of a lively and upbeat piece. Night Legend captures the 
concept of a mysterious song perfectly, changing up the main melody and adding a slow section in order to bring the audience 
to their feet. As the melody builds up, cellos, basses, and violas all play the same quarter notes stopped by a rest each time. At the 
climax of the work, the melody suddenly moves to the lower string section while upper strings play along quietly, switching back 
and forth. Then out of the quiet melody rises an echoing eighth note line that rises and falls, much to the excitement of the listener. 
“Night Legend,”a piece where the audience feels a sense of thrill from the sudden changes in volume and melodies. 

Program Notes by Karen G.

Condor Flats - Sean O’Loughlin
 Condor Flats, published in 2020 by Sean O’Loughlin, is inspired by great western films from the 1950s. The composer, Mr. O’ 
Loughlin is currently a composer/director that has worked with many pop sensations such as Adele, Kelly Clarkson, and Pentatonix. 
Since Mr. O’ Loughlin is familiar with pop artists, he typically composes his pieces with vibrant rhythms, passionate melodies, 
and colorful scoring; which are major elements heard throughout Condor Flats. Throughout the piece, the listener will hear an 
adventurous, energetic and bouncy melody played by the violins. Suddenly a slow, lively, and youthful melody is heard at the middle 
of the piece, followed by the melody first heard in the beginning. Throughout the main melody, the entire orchestra, except for first 
violins, are heard repeatedly playing eighth and sixteenth notes, imitating the sound of a train running on train tracks. Furthermore, 
the rhythms of the cellos and basses help retain the feeling of a typical western film. As the piece moves on from the slow section, 
the main melody is repeated once again slowing down right before the last note, creating a dramatic effect. Mr. O’Loughlin’s 
“Condor Flats,” incorporates the sentiments of western films, turning it into a fun, youthful piece for audiences to enjoy.

Program Notes by Karen G.

Chasing the Storm - Deborah Baker Monday
 Chasing the Storm, composed by Deborah Baker Monday in 2021,depicts a story of storm chasers rapidly chasing a dreadful 
storm. The piece goes back and forth between going at a rapid pace with accented notes and lower pitched notes to showcase the 
adrenaline and anxiety feeling accumulated by a storm. Meanwhile the storm chasers are trying to get closer to the storm as fast as 
possible. Then suddenly, the audience hears a slow melody, including higher pitches not heard before, showing how the storm is 
slowly calming down, getting rid of all of the tension, like a soft breeze coming into the scene. No sooner does the audience become 
acclimated with the slow section music when suddenly, our storm chasers hit the storm. Our storm chasers are hit with storms, 
much worse than the beginning. This is when the orchestra goes all out and plays every note much more dramatically in contrast 
with the beginning. The storm has accumulated  to its climax while our storm chasers are in a state of panic, until they catch the 
storm at the end, when the orchestra plays their last note,significantly much quieter in comparison to the last section. As the 
storm starts, the orchestra gets quieter, until our storm chasers are hit with the worst storm anyone could possibly think of. Taking 
advantage of accented bows and dynamics,Ms. Monday was able to replicate the adrenaline rushes a storm would create, making the 
audience feel as if a storm is circulating around them.   

Program Notes by Karen G.

Concert I
5:30 PM



Program Notes

Lyrica Orchestra
Sunday Afternoon - R. Scott Whittington
Sunday Afternoon, composed by R. Scott Whittington, is a majestic piece that appeals to many audiences. Whittington is a talented 
composer who graduated from the University of Toronto as a part of the Faculty of Music. Whittington is a master in orchestral 
technique and has completed extensive study in arranging. He was in the music teaching industry for around 30 years while also 
writing over 70 compositions. One of those is Sunday Afternoon, a piece that, in simple terms, resembles a walk in the park. The 
push and pull of the rhythms between the eighth notes and triplets is an apparent appeal of this piece that resonates with all ages. The 
dotted half notes are played lightly and relaxed to emphasize the peace of this piece. With its addicting themes, Sunday Morning can 
easily excite and allow audiences to recognize the piece as a favorable treasure.

Program Notes by Abhi S.

She Will Hang the Night with Stars - William Hofeldt
 She Will Hang the Night with Stars, composed by William Hofeldt, is a soothing piece with much ambition and heart. The name of 
the piece originates from the late poet/Irish author, Oscar Wilde. The poem named De Profundis was the origin of the title used in the 
piece, particularly from this line: “She will hang the night with stars so that I may walk abroad in the darkness without stumbling, and 
send the wind over my footprints so that none may track me to my hurt: she will cleanse me in great waters, and with bitter herbs make 
me whole.” The piece has received such a firm impression on the poem that they both go hand and hand with each other. A majority 
of the rhythms consist of dotted half, half, quarter, and eighth notes, with nothing too complex or tense for the audience to interpret, 
signifying the consistent tranquility of the piece. This composition seeks to capture the soothing feeling of nature’s skylight full of 
shining stars.

Program Notes by Abhi S.

Dynamism - Kathryn Griesinger
 Dynamism, composed by Kathryn Griesinger, is an energetic work of art with various intricate rhythms and key changes to 
signify the title, a constant state of change and movement. Kathryn Griesinger graduated from the University of Akron where she 
got her Music Education and bachelor’s degree. She taught orchestra for 15 years in schools in Ohio and Florida. Griesinger also 
freelanced and arranged several ensembles. She composes music and now works as an orchestra editor in an educational music 
publication. It’s obvious with all these movements from job to job, interest to interest, Griesinger would compose a fast-paced piece 
like dynamism. Similar to her agile work life, the first half of the piece is flexible with many accidentals, as once the key signature 
changes from a minor to b minor in the second half of the piece, it symbolizes how Griesinger decides to slow down, relax, and settle 
down as the piece concludes.

Program Notes by Abhi S.



Program Notes

Sinfonietta Orchestra
Sinfonia No. 2 in D Major, mvt 1 - Felix Mendelssohn
 Sinfonia No. 2 in D Major, Movement 1, composed by Felix Mendelssohn, is an exhilarating classic that is part of a collection of 
melodies. Felix Mendelssohn was a German composer who surfaced his musical interest in the early romantic period. Mendelssohn 
was an undoubtedly talented professional musician, with his experience sourcing from learning and pursuing the piano and organ at 
a very young age. He went on to compose many famous pieces such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Hebrides, Italian Symphony, 
and the Violin Concerto. It goes without saying that Mendelssohn is greatly talented at composing music. Sinfonia No. 2 in D Major, 
movement 1, is only the first of three movements, starting with the speed of Allegro. The fast tempo allows the beginning movement 
to kick off with an intriguing tone that keeps the audience interested until the end.

Program Notes by Abhi S.

To the Ocean - Yukiko Nishimura
 To the Ocean, composed by Yukiko Nishimura, tells a story through music that provides a consistently cheerful spirit to the 
audience. Nishimura is a composer that has gone through a couple of drastic changes in settings in her life. She was born in Japan, 
where she spent the majority of her education, and graduated from the Tokyo National University of Arts in 1990. Nishimura 
continues to stay in Japan until she’s offered to begin a private study with Dr. Alfred Reed at the University of Miami. Some would 
say she has some experience with traveling across the Ocean. Nishimura uses her personal life experiences to apply them to her 
music, and To the Ocean is not an exception. As the voyage into the ocean begins, the audience can visualize the pure excitement 
and curiosity that this journey entails. Nishimura was able to put into music the feeling of a new opportunity or a new beginning. 
Towards the middle of the piece, Nishimura switches from a curious and naive tone to a more unsure and afraid tone, although still 
maintaining hope for the future. It becomes apparent to the audience that Nishimura is a master at creating connections between 
reality and music. For Example in life, getting close to the end of a task may feel exhausting and uncertain causing individuals 
to think, “Is this path the correct one?” Once the fear of the unforeseen starts to fade out, hope begins to settle in as the end 
approaches. This allows for a sense of accomplishment that concludes the journey illustrated in To the Ocean, a piece in which 
Nishimura represents the ups and downs of life itself.

Program Notes by Abhi S.

Danse Negre: from African Suite, Op. 35 - Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, arr. Daniel Bukin
 Danse Nègre, composed by Samuel Coleridge-Taylor and arranged by Daniel Bukin, is a grand celebration with many different 
themes. The title Danse Nègre is from an African Festival to celebrate the love of countries and cultures. With recurring and exciting 
melodies, this piece is an amazing tune for an appreciating audience. What makes this piece so special is the composer, Samuel 
Coleridge-Taylor was born in Holborn, London to his English mother and West African father. At a young age, Coleridge-Taylor 
began to study music with his voice and a violin. It was only after he graduated from the Royal College of Music that he began 
to explore the music in his cultural roots, both English and African. From his studies of African culture and music as a whole, 
Coleridge-Taylor was able to compose Danse Nègre. The piece starts in a grandiose manner as if it was for a wedding in a royal 
family, but the more the music progresses, the more free and wild it sounds. The piece has constant changes in both the tempo and 
the key signature. A few examples of this at the very beginning are displayed, the key signature is D Major which gives off a cheerful 
tone. With the next key signature, E♭ Major, the piece gives off a hast7 and unsettling feeling, just to switch to the next key signature, 
G Major, to ease the tensions built and to focus on the changes in rhythm. As the piece concludes, all of the previous tension 
disappears and transitions into an exciting and satisfying finish. 

Program Notes by Abhi S.



Program Notes

Concert II
7:00 PM

Philharmonia Orchestra
Forward West - Brandon Bangle
 Forward West, a piece composed by Brandon Bangle in 2018, is inspired by the famous historical belief, Manifest Destiny: the 
urge to travel west to seek new land. “Forward West,” is meant to sound playful and cheery throughout the piece, showcasing the 
discovery of new land as people travel farther. As the orchestra starts playing crescendos and decrescendos, it tells the audience the 
obstacles people have to face whilst traveling in wagons. In the middle of the piece, the audience is hit with a slow, light-hearted 
hopeful melody, making it seem as if the people have almost made it “west” in the journey. Towards the end of the piece, there are 
multiple lively melodies being played from the different sections of the orchestra at once, illustrating a picture in our minds that the 
people have finally reached west. “Forward West” creates the hopefulness new destinations give us. Whether it is discovering new 
lands, or going back to home, there is always a sense of hope in our hearts telling us how great the trip will be.

Program Notes by Karen G.

Avalon Rising - Doug Spata
 Avalon Rising, composed by Doug Spata in 2012, is a cinematic and dramatic piece. The composer, Mr. Spata is a big fan of 
art, movies, and history, which greatly influences his compositions. Movie soundtracks often contain pieces which capture lots of 
emotions and are meant for the audience to experience the emotions portrayed by all of the actors/characters throughout the movie. 
Mr. Spata displays the emotional rollercoaster heavily used in movies, in “Avalon Rising.” In the middle of “Avalon Rising,” the 
violins start playing a lighthearted melody before repeating the same melody heard at the beginning of the piece. “Avalon Rising” 
is a very elegant piece that specializes in louré bowing, a bow technique where a musician plays smooth, slurred bow strokes with a 
pulse and/or a slight space. Louré bowing is heavily used in the piece, creating a dramatic/cinematic effect with the notes connecting 
with a slight pulse. Dynamics are an element Mr. Spata consistently uses throughout the piece. The orchestra constantly changes 
their volume,making it seem as if a character is constantly climbing a hill or wandering a plain grass field. The use of dynamics and 
loureé bowings help create an expressive, cinematic piece which makes the audience appreciate the piece even more.

Program Notes by Karen G.

A Distant Light - James Swearingen
 The ballad, “A Distant Light”, composed by James Swearingen in 2009, depicts the excitement and joy that comes from gaining 
a new member of a family. “A Distant Light” is written in honor of the birth of James Swearingen’s third grandchild, Cameron James 
Swearingen. Mr. Swearingen has composed other pieces, dedicated to his first two granddaughters, Abby and Hannah, back in 
1999. “A Distant Light” is composed in order to show Cameron Swearingen the joy his birth gave to his family, and how much the 
Swearingmen family loves him. This song utilizes half notes and dynamics in order to compose a light hearted song that symbolizes 
the love a family has towards each other and the significance of birth and growth in a family. Each family member is delighted to 
see the new grandson, taking turns to see the new baby, demonstrated by how the piece slows down at the ending, realizing that this 
is their new life now as they welcome the new family member. Mr. Swearingen shows lots of love for his family, dedicating many 
compositions to his grandchildren and other family members shown in “A Child’s Lullaby” and “Hymn for a Child”, both in 1999 
and 1996. Using Cameron Swearingen’s birth as a reference, James Swearingen is able to use legato bowings and dynamics to show 
the light-hearted moment that is to meet a baby. By not using any harsh bow strokes or any loud sections, the piece seems very 
delicate and precious, just like Cameron Swearingen is to his family. This piece will have the audience emotional from how lively and 
youthfull this piece has to bring. 

Program Notes by Karen G.



Program Notes

Cambiata Orchestra
Sioux Trail - Brian Holmes
 In The Old Sioux Trail, Brian Holmes, professional French horn player and now composer, writes a powerful song that captures 
the story of Native American people, with different parts of tribal history represented throughout the song. The piece, marked in 
6/8, with an “allegro moderato”, or “moderate fast”,uses steady yet quick rhythms, giving it a light and flowing feel. In the key of 
G major, the song further showcases a sense of adventure along with a striking melody. It additionally shifts the melody between 
different sections, giving each instrument group a chance to shine in the spotlight. Brian Holmes notes that “My composing is 
energized by the emotional connection between words and music,” which can truly be seen throughout this song with its connection 
to the history of Native Americans and fantastical, epic theme. 

Program Notes by Audrey K.

The Blue Caves of Zakynthos - Doug Spata
 The Blue Caves of Zakynthos, composed by Doug Spata, showcases a truly dreamlike melody with a warm and slow feel. 
Inspired by the mystical caves in Greece with iridescent and vibrant blue waters, Spata recreates their surreal beauty with an 
ethereal flowing piece, occasionally featuring ominous build ups that dissolve into peaceful melodies. While this slow, relaxing piece 
contrasts some of Spata’s faster and more popular compositions (such as The Gauntlet or Avatar), the soft and delicate feeling of the 
piece makes it a “rich, cinematic selection,” as often described by others, and still stays true to his common fantasia theme found in 
many of his compositions.

Program Notes by Audrey K.

Sinfonia in G - Michael Haydn, arr. Thomas LaJoie
 Famous composer, Franz Joseph Haydn, is known for composing various well known symphonies, concertos, quartets, and 
more. What is less known about him is that his younger brother, Michael Haydn, was also a composer. Growing up in Austria, 
Haydn decided to go down a musical career path, moving to Vienna at the age of 8 in order to pursue it with his brother. He 
composed in the Classical era, and in doing so, wrote Sinfonia in G in 1770. The piece is marked with an “Allegro molto” or “very 
fast,” giving it a light and lively theme. With lower strings holding a steady beat through arpeggios, Haydn truly lays ground for the 
violins and violas to play the fast, dashing melody. The forte, or “loud,” chords and fast arpeggios played at the end truly tops this 
piece with a grand ending, showcasing some of Michael Haydn’s best work.

Program Notes Audrey K.



Program Notes

Sinfonia Orchestra
String Quartet No. 3, mvt. 3 - Dmitri Shotakovich
 Following WWII, Russian composer and pianist, Dmitri Shostakovich had begun to focus on writing quartets rather than 
orchestra pieces. Thus, his 3rd string quartet out of a future 15 was created with five movements, becoming the favorite of his quartets. 
Despite the marking of “allegro non troppo” which translates to “fast, but not too fast”, the piece can really be characterized in two 
words: aggressive and fast. Due to the composition of this quartet coming after WWII, Shostakovich drew upon the darkness of 
inhumane concentration camps and deadly, violent WWII while writing all five movements. In fact, all five movements originally had 
names before Shostakovich chose to remove them for unknown reasons. With an intense viola melody, constant fortissimo (or “really 
loud”) dynamics, and aggressive chords, the third movement truly lives up to its original name of “The forces of war unleashed”. 
While the piece was originally written for a quartet and professional ensemble recordings, such as the David Oistrakh Quartet, will 
typically only include 2 violinist, a viola, and a cello, a full string orchestra can still pull of the punctuated nature of piece to the 
same degree of proficiency as a 4 man quartet, now with more sound coming from each individual musician. These fiery and intense 
musical elements of just the third movement alone, while still being in F major, distinguishes this piece as one of the most remarkable 
quartets and memorable work of Shostakovich.

Program Notes by Audrey K.

A Thousand Cranes - Christopher Theofanidis
     1. Stars & Sonnets
 In Japan, there is a legend that believes one who folds a 1000 origami cranes will be granted a wish by the gods. “Senbazuru ‘’ or 
in english, one thousand cranes was what two year old Sadoko Sasaki believed in. After the bombing of Hiroshima in WWII, Sasaki 
was exposed to radiation, giving her leukimia. In an effort to get better, she folded 1000 cranes. When that didn’t work, she did it again, 
believing she would recover. Eventually, despite her efforts, she passed away ten years later at the young age of twelve. While this story 
is often interpreted as sad and mournful, Christopher Theophanidis had a much different view. “The story of Sadako seemed to me to 
have a different focus,” he says. “her short life met the unspeakable with the only response that can reflect true good- hope and faith in 
the future, and a belief in beauty.” Christopher’s optimistic and hopeful view on Sadako’s story is what led him to compose a piece of 
mysticism, rather than hopeless. This piece features a mystical, magical sound, with a whimsical rush of music, transporting listeners 
to an almost supernatural feeling world. Beginning with a tranquil, yet minimalistic, harp solo, the piece truly defies the typical dark 
interpretation of the story with a feeling of peace and serenity. The rest of the orchestra comes in, creating an overwhelming rush of 
nostalgia. The piece then transitions into a faster tempo, giving the light and carefree feeling along with a sense of adventure, before 
coming back to a calming harp solo. The melody then shifts to the strings in dynamic, intensive long notes, going through a darker 
chord progression. Theophanids utilizes many different elements such as a call and response between cellos and violins and segments 
of descending chaos, before transitioning into a beautiful violin melody. Additionally, his decision to create several unique parts within 
sections truly brings this piece alive in creating a vibrant and expressive sound.

Program Notes by Audrey K.



Program Notes

Sinfonia Orchestra cont.
Serenade for Strings - Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
    4. Finale
 “I wrote from inner compulsion. This is a piece from the heart and so, I venture to say, 

it does not lack artistic worth.” -Tchaikovsky

 In 1840, young Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky was born into a small Russian village called Votkinsk. Taking musical lessons as a 
young child, it became clear that Tchaikovsky had a natural gift for music. Despite his parent’s wishes for a more formal job, his 
innate skill and passion led him to pursue a career in music and teaching composing at the Moscow Conservatory. Eventually, 
thanks to a sponsor of a wealthy yet strange widow, Nadezhda Von Meck, Tchaikovsky was able to fully focus on composing rather 
than teaching. Although many of his works reflected only one powerful feeling, his Serenade for Strings seemed to reflect several 
emotions at once. The final movement, IV. Finale(Tema russo) starts out quite slow and tranquil, with quiet dynamics and an airy 
tone. The use of mutes, a small rubber piece placed on the bridge to dampen vibrations coming from the instrument, creates the 
muffled and soft collective sound of the orchestra before truly starting the “allegro con spirito”, or “fast, with spirit”,  part of the 
movement. The piece transitions into a quick, light, bouncy, almost dancing tune, dashing through fast rhythms. The composition 
once again becomes slow but this time  with a more passionate and weighted feeling on the longer notes and smooth connections 
between them. The serenade comes to an end with a fast dash through the coda, ending the piece with a dramatic ritardando 
(gradual slowing of tempo) and holding of the last note. The “Tema Russo ‘’ or in english, Theme Russian, truly shines through 
as both the allegro and andante movement pay tribute to Tchaikocsky’s cultural heritage with traditional russian melodies. The 
gusto and spirited nature of the piece combined with serene and peaceful moments truly demonstrates Tchaikovsky’s ability to 
encapsulate his emotions into music, cementing him as one of the greatest and most skilled composers of all time.

Program Notes by Audrey K.



2022-2023 Donor Circle Members

2022-2023 Booster Members

Vivaldi
The Xu Family
The Durana Family
The Kim Family
Sheela & Naga
Joshua & Jenny Campbell
Sabrina Casas
The Signorelli Family
Ramesh & Monica Kini
Jim Ko
Un & Ahra Yi
Padmanabharao Chapa & 
Gayathri Vencherla
The Lee Family
Luong-Vo Family
Kaye’s Family
See Family

Haydn
The Lyles Family
Jin Xuan Bai Family
The Porter Family
Family of Anthony Tjengdrawira
Family of Jennifer Yu
Dennis & Mary Doherty
The Engwall Family
The Kim Family
The Addanki’s
The Herrmann Family
The Jilani Family
The Pok Family
The Xue Family
The Lao Family
Family of Eric Xiang

Tompkins Orchestra Friends and Contributors

Bach
The Sarkar Family
Saurabh & Iti Chhablani
The Pickard Family
The Mohanty Family
The Vemulapalli’s
The Karim Family
The van Striens
The Yang Family
The Foster Family
The Joy Family

Mozart
The Teo Family
Lisa Fong
Cristy & Tom Liang
The Yang Family
The Kuruvada Family

Beethoven
The Shi Family
The Rajesh Family
The Beamer Family
Family of Aniket Iyer
The Chung Family

Brahms
The Suh Family

Member ($50-99)
Realtor Realm Real Estate Professional
HEB
Tang Anesthesia

Friend ($100-199)
Katy Oaks Dental
Blackburn Family Orthodontics
Elite Dermatology

Patron ($200-499)
Sam’s Strings, LLC
Noble Smile Family & Cosmetic Dentistry
Jiayi HVAC LLC
Houston International Table 
     Tennis Academy (HITTA)
Cardiff Ranch
Dish Society Katy

Bronze Baton ($500-999)
Katy Violin Shop
Lisle Violin Shop
Jeff Haas Mazda J.L.H. Automotive Ltd.



Jiayi 
HVAC



Katy ISD Board of Trustees
Greg Schulte, President

Lance Redmon, Vice President
Ashley Vann, Secretary

Dawn Champagne, Member
Rebecca Fox, Member
Victor Perez, Member
Leah Wilson, Member

Katy ISD Central Administration
Dr. Ken Gregorski, Superintendent

Leslie Haack, Deputy Superintendent
Dr. Christine Caskey, Chief Academic Officer

Dr. Emily Craig, Asst. Superintendent Secondary School Leadership and Support
Chris Morgan, Asst. Superintendent Secondary School Leadership and Support

Dr. Dawn Carlson-Scruggs, Asst. Superintendent Elementary School Leadership and Support
Rahsan Smith, Asst. Superintendent Elementary School Leadership and Support

Dr. Vonda Washington, Asst. Superintendent Elementary School Leadership and Support
G. Damon Archer, Executive Director of Fine Arts
Susan Chiboroski, Assistant Director of Fine Arts

LaKeisha McGowen, Assistant Director of Fine Arts

Tompkins High School Administration
Mark Grisdale, Principal

Sandra Lacks, Associate Principal
Kristine Copeland, Student Support Assistant Principal

Scott Shanks, 9th Grade Assistant Principal
Heather Campbell, 10th Grade Assistant Principal

Andrew Rizzo, 11th Grade Assistant Principal
Jay Matthew, 12th Grade Assistant Principal


